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Sage Hotel Ringwood:

Retail therapy takes on
brand-new meaning
SHOPAHOLICS CAN SHOP ‘TIL THEY DROP,
REVIVE THEMSELVES IN LUXURY COMFORT,
AND EXPLORE THE BEAUTIFUL YARRA VALLEY
AT VICTORIA’S FIRST SHOPPING CENTRE
HOTEL.
Next Story Group declared, “a new Sage rises in the East”, when
unveiling state-of-the-art 120-room Sage Hotel Ringwood, Melbourne in
October. The hassle-free shopper’s accommodation heaven spans five
floors on top of the Eastland Retail Destination.
Hotels on top of shopping centres are common abroad; popular
because of convenience for shoppers and the buying power of tourists.
The Singapore-based Next Story Group is the first to introduce
this concept to Melbourne, with 29 hotels already open in Australia
under the Next Hotels & Resorts brands, the group has been busy
reconstructing and raising guest expectations with their innovative take
on the industry.
“You can shop ‘til you drop downstairs at the shopping centre and then
go upstairs to the hotel or do some work in the co-working space,”
Next Story Group's Australia and New Zealand managing director John
Warren said. “It's a new concept in Australia but they're everywhere in
America and Asia.”
Ringwood is an emerging urban environment and with $1 billion
investment in retail and transport infrastructure it attracted the
attention of the hotel group. Added to this is that it is halfway between
Melbourne's CBD and the wineries of the Yarra Valley: another key
major selling point.

Sage Hotel Ringwood Chef Ryan Zhou and his team

“The nature of the shopping centre and the amount of money spent on
it by Queensland Investment Corporation (QIC) is part of it,” Mr Warren
added.
Admittedly, a stay at this hotel offers guests a handy shopping
experience; indulgence in the ultimate shopper’s paradise with David
Jones, Myer and many more iconic international fashion and specialty
stores on offer. Moreover, it is also a gateway to a host of wonderful
local experiences including: wineries, gourmet artisan providers,
farmers markets, lifestyle and arts precincts, adventure sports including
hot air ballooning, amazing walks and cycle tours.
The general manager of Sage Hotel Ringwood, Melbourne is Marcus
Dudley, who was appointed in July 2017. He was tasked with building
a team of over 30 associates, as well as developing all pre-opening
activities to ensure the hotel’s success. Marcus is a seasoned hotelier
with over 25 years’ industry experience having spent 10 years in the
middle east, and more recently was general manager at Mövenpick
Hotels & Resorts. He told us that he has travelled the globe throughout
his career, with management roles in United Arab Emirates, Thailand,
England, South Africa and Australia, and was able to bring a wealth of
cross-cultural experience to the cosmopolitan city of Melbourne.

Sage Hotel Ringwood Deluxe King Room
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PROTEL PMS

Sage Hotel Ringwood goes live
with protel PMS and xnPOS
Implementing new technology
to give guests more control,
make life easier for staff, and
help deliver a more efficient
and profitable business.

STORY GROUP property to select
protel PMS with a third currently
being installed.

Using xnPOS next generation
hospitality & retail POS

Implementing protel PMS
The benefits of a hotel PMS are
clear: You know what’s going on;
you get to know guests better; you
raise efficiency and boost profits
and revenue. Put simply, you
gain complete business control
and deliver exceptional guest
experiences. However, there are
so many PMS solutions to choose
from.
After years of using legacy PMS solutions
NEXT HOTELS newest Australian hotel,
Sage Hotel Ringwood, chose protel PMS,
which is internationally proven and trusted
by over 14,000 customers in Australia and
globally. protel PMS seamlessly connects to
all the other systems Sage Hotel Ringwood
needs and is set to help them empower
staff, increase profits and support the
growing needs of its business. It will also

help strengthen the Sage Hotel Ringwood
brand through the creation and delivery of
exceptional, personalised guest experiences.

Sage Hotel Ringwood have also
selected xnPOS, an easy to use,
highly customisable cloud-hosted
or on-premise point of sale solution.
It is fast, robust and seamlessly
integrates with protel PMS, payments
systems and other business-critical
applications. xnPOS can be used
with traditional POS terminals,
tablets, handheld devices, kiosks and
it enables mobile operations for staff.

protel PMS will help improve operational
processes, provide better information, increase
channel management and enhance guest
service by helping the Sage Hotel Ringwood
team with their day-to-day activities.

xnPOS provides Sage Hotel Ringwood with
proven workflow advantages to manage guest
check transactions, order-entry operations,
remote kitchen/bar orders, and ultimately F&B
operation profitability. Sage Hotel Ringwood
is the first NEXT STORY GROUP property to
select xnPOS with a second currently being
installed.

Sage Hotel Ringwood is the second NEXT

To find out more visit www.xnprotel.com

Open Systems
Open Minds
PMS

POS

CRS

Spa & Golf

Web

14,000 customers in 80 countries
Cloud and on-premise solutions
Staff mobility and apps

sales@xnprotel.com

www.xnprotel.com
Australia | China | India | Malaysia | Singapore
Taiwan | Thailand | UAE | UK | USA | Vietnam
visit xnprotel/offices

Offices in:

Melbourne & Sydney

Tel: +61 (3) 9525 0525
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Sage Hotel Ringwood:

Sage Hotel Ringwood's Partake Restaurant

The Sage Hotel Ringwood lobby

According to Marcus,
corner from Ringwood.
all 120 rooms of the
“We commissioned the
Sage Hotel Ringwood,
creation of five directly
Melbourne, offer an
on wall graffiti art works,
extraordinary sleep
as well as nine hanging
experience, with a
canvas pieces displayed
range of boutique
throughout the lobby and
king, twin, and family
podium level. And the
guestrooms featuring
creation of these artworks
their DreamWeave
by Mike has been filmed
SleepSystem mattress
and shared with guests via
and premium pillows.
the hotel website.”
Special access rooms
offer disabled accessible
Guests have also been
bathrooms and can
particularly impressed by
interconnect to standard
the hotel’s relaxed, take
rooms to cater for carers
on modern hospitality,
and family members.
offering 24-hour room
The hotel also offers
service, trendy Melbourne
complimentary highcafé-styled breakfasts
Sage Hotel Ringwood's High and Dry Bar viewed from the lobby
speed wireless internet
and an eclectic spread
with no timers, no fees
of Australian and Asian
and no limits on devices, smart TVs with the latest blockbuster movies,
cuisine presented on shared plates throughout the day. The hotel's
coffee pod machines, floor to ceiling windows, walk-in showers,
popular Partake Restaurant and vibrant High & Dry bar attracts visitors
minibars, and a modern gym.
looking for a strong range of local Yarra Valley wines, beers, ciders, and
spirits. Marcus said: “All produce used in the restaurant is local and our
To cater to business guests, the high standard of the conference and
hotel room mini bars feature products all sourced from Victoria.”
co-working facilities was a priority with ‘Sage One’ catering for up to 14
people, and ‘Sage Two’ with views over the Dandenongs catering for
Reports of excellent service from a friendly and welcoming team makes
up to 200 people. The hotel’s co-working space can also cater for 80
Marcus very proud. “Since pre-opening we have had a strong focus on
and can be rented on a daily, weekly or monthly basis with a range of
local recruitment and partnerships with the local Ringwood community
membership inclusions.
including the Yarra Valley region. We wanted to have team members
on board who live and breathe the local environment and have great
This is a modern, edgy hotel that integrates well with the industrial feel
knowledge of the fantastic options to explore on our doorstep because
of the Eastland locale, and takes full advantage of the spectacular views
this authentic enthusiasm directly rubs off on our guests.
of the Dandenong Ranges. On the hotel style and aesthetics Marcus
stated: “We have received fantastic feedback from guests and visitors
“The feedback from the locals who have secured employment at our
alike on the design and feel of the public spaces. The hotel lobby and
hotel have been very reassuring too, they are so happy to have been
lounge are standouts; presenting polished exposed aggregate concrete
given this opportunity so close to where they live and to be able to
floors, fresh styling and sleek furniture that creates a cool contemporary
come to work in such wonderful surroundings. We are proud to say that
look, in keeping with the modernity of the building.
over 80 percent of our hotel staff are locals having moved from some of
the city hotels to be able to work closer to home – and they couldn’t be
Stunning artwork by a local graffiti artist is also featured throughout
happier,” he revealed.
the hotel. Marcus explained: “An exciting highlight for us during
development has been our partnership with Melbourne born and bred
Prior to the commencement of the project it was vital for the innovative
street artist, Mike Eleven who grew up in Springvale just around the
Next Story Group, to find the perfect location for this Sage hotel.
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John explained that they indeed found it here, with Ringwood being
developed as the business hub of the Eastern suburbs and the
“progressive Maroondah City Council’s strategic plan to develop more
infrastructure, business parks and invigorate the residential areas.”
He determined: “We believe Sage Hotel Ringwood is uniquely
positioned to be part of this exciting time and that it will be very
successful here. When searching for sites for Sage Hotels, we look
for exciting urban hubs on the city fringe that have a unique offering,
so guests can ‘live like a local’ when they stay with us and Sage Hotel
Ringwood is a great example of this. Because our philosophy ‘supports
local’, this encourages us to showcase the best of the Yarra valley and
surrounds to our guests.
“Once you visit us here at Sage Hotel Ringwood you will find out for
yourself that Sage Hotels are an upscale offering; the services and
spaces are familiar to our guests having the hallmarks of simplicity and
consistency they’re looking for; combined with local flavour and a sense
of community.”
Next Story Group is committed to the Australian market and continues
to grow and evolve its hotel portfolio across the country. Sage Hotel
Ringwood is the company’s fifth Sage Hotel open alongside its
counterparts in Adelaide, Brisbane, Wollongong and West Perth. This
is a significant milestone for this innovate group that continues to set
industry trends.

Sage Hotel Ringwood,
Melbourne, benefits
from Xn protel Systems
Xn protel Systems is the global hospitality management
software company that provides Sage Hotel Ringwood,
Melbourne with its property management and point of
sale solutions.
Craig Chait, managing director at Xn protel Systems said:
“Our highly functional and open systems provide the latest
technology and flexibility.”
According to Craig, there are many benefits for world class
hospitality establishments, such as Sage Hotel Ringwood,
to use Xn protel’s solutions. They help optimise revenue
generation, simplify service operations and enhance the quality
of guest experiences.

According to Marcus, the reaction from guests and visitors to the hotel
has been extremely positive and he has been the recipient of glowing
feedback, including praise for the lobby design, outstanding views,
spacious feel, comfortable beds and its very convenient position to and
from Ringwood station.

He expanded: “Our PMS – property management systems
helps hotels know their guests better, raise efficiency and
boost profits and revenue, by improving operational processes,
providing better information, increasing channel management
and supporting all areas of work at the hotel.

One hotel reviewer stated: “Our stay at Sage Hotel Ringwood was
amazing, everything went smoothly, and we felt well taken care of. The
room was luxurious, and we will definitely be returning. Thank you so
much for our stay.”

“The POS - food and beverage point of sale system - provides
choice for guests, helps make life easier and keeps costs down.
It reduces operational complexity and delivers more efficient
service.”

Another TripAdvisor reviewer said it all: “I treated my wife and myself to
a night at the newly opened Sage hotel at Eastland. The hotel is modern
and has an edgy appeal. All the staff were very friendly and went out of
their way to make our stay enjoyable. The rooms are very comfortable
and come with free wi-fi and plenty of power points and USBs for all
your laptops, tablets, phones, etc. The king-size bed was very comfy
and had a couple of different pillows to choose from. We included the
continental breakfast which was very nice. We realised that we were
going to struggle to meet the 10am checkout time and staff extended
it to 11am without any fuss. Apart from Eastland, the hotel would be a
good stepping stone to visiting the Yarra Valley, Dandenongs, etc.”
It is true that to check-in on Christmas night, before the Boxing Day
sales was perfect for the most dedicated bargain hunters however,
Sage Hotel Ringwood, Melbourne, boasts that it is much more than
just a hotel above a shopping centre; equally well set up for business
travellers, and attractive to tourists accessing Melbourne’s East and the
Yarra Valley.
Indeed, this is an exciting leading-edge industry opportunity, and it
will be interesting to see if this new hotel business concept is the new
frontier for Victoria’s accommodation offerings. ■
By Mandy Clarke, Industry Reporter
SUMMER 2018
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